The Goldfish

Once

upon a time, there was a fisherman called Abu

Ahmet.
Every day, very early in the morning, before the sun comes out, he was going fishing,
because he was a fisherman.
He was throwing the net or the fishing road with the bait and every day he was picking
up three fish. Then he was selling the first fish to the market.
He was eating the second fish with his wife for lunch, and he was keeping the third one
for the dinner.
Every day he was going fishing, he was throwing the fishing road and then he was going
to the market to sell a fish.
But one day he went fishing, he threw the fishing road and he caught a big fish!
This fish was a big goldfish that when he caught it, the fish began to beg and say to
him : "Abu Ahmed, leave me, leave me!"
The fisherman was surprised looking at it and the goldfish said to him : "Leave me and I
will give you whatever you want!"
The fisherman turned the goldfish back into the water, took the two fish that he was
going to eat with his wife and went to his house.
There he found a big and very beautiful home, with nice things inside, nice clothes for
his wife and a nice garden with birds.
When his wife saw him, said to him : "Abu Ahmed, what are all these nice things? How
did all this happen? ". And then the fisherman told her the story with the goldfish.
Both of them were happy, they ate, they drank, they played and they agreed to go and
thank the goldfish, the next day.
Next day, in the morning, they went, met the goldfish and they asked it: "What are you
doing? Are you all right? ". And they thanked it.
The goldfish replied, "Do not thank me! What i want from you is when a hungry man
comes to you, give him food and when a thirsty one comes, give him something to drink
and to the one who does not have toys, give him toys to play."
And when they went back home, they opened their house to the hungry man and to the
thirsty one and they were offering hospitality to everyone who wanted to sit with them
to play and to enjoy himself and so they leaved happily ever after...

